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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion

Based on the data analysis explained at chapter IV, finally, the writer

concludes the conclusions as follows:

1. Mean of the students’ writing ability taught by using Breaking Habits of

Seeing Strategy is 73.1.

2. Mean of students’ writing ability taught without using Breaking Habits of

Seeing strategy is 60.7.

3. From the research findings, t test = 6.053with df = 38 that is bigger than t0

= 2.00 (at level 5%) and t0 = 2.65 (at the level 1%). It can be read that

2.00<6.053>2.65. It means that Ha is accepted and Ho is rejected. It can be

concluded that there is significant different of students’ ability in writing

Descriptive paragraph between students who are taught by using Breaking

Habits of Seeing strategy and those who are not taught of the secondYear

atState junior High School 2 Tembilahan.

B. Suggestion

From the conclusion of the research above, it is known that using

breaking habits of seeing strategy can give significant different on students’

writing ability in descriptive paragraph. Because of that, descriptive

paragraph can be one of the choices for English teacher in order to help

students in writing skill.
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Based on the research findings, the writer would like to give some

suggestion for teacher and students.

1. Suggestion for teacher

a. Teachers should construct creative and enjoyable learning for

students

b. It is recommend to English teacher to use breaking habits of

seeing strategy in teaching and learning especially in writing

subject

c. The teacher must support her strategies by using interesting

media

d. The teacher must give more chance to the students to apply

their English in learning Teaching Process

e. The teacher must encourage students’ awareness about the

importance of learning English

f. The teacher must guide students to construct creative learning

for students

2. Suggestion for students

a. The writer hopes the students, especially for the secondyear

atState junior High School 2 Tembilahanto always

keepimproving their writing.

b. The writer hopes the students, especially for the second year

atState Junior High School 2Tembilahanto always

keepimproving their writing.
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c. The students are suggested to do more practices of writing in

descriptive paragraphs.

d. The students are suggested to master aspects of writing

(content, organization, vocabulary, language use, and

mechanic).

e. The students may not be afraid of making mistakes in English

writing because it can be solved by doing exercise.


